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TO THE GIRLS AT THE UNIVERSITY, TO THE SOFT ONES

john keats is dead
john keats our fair-haired boy
whose apple-red car cruised the thames river
jack, jack keats is dead
jack our poet's poet
he of the golf course green, green song 
who curved odes off the deep deep woods 
of wm Shakespeare 
johnnie
ode-to-a-nightingale-half-in-love-with-easeful-death 
keats
got a handsome trip to xanadu 
in a black oldsmobile
driven by a dark lady named persephone
johnnie johnnie keats is good and happy dead-dead
long live john keats!

—  Robert L. Greenfield
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POEM TO LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

los angeles is the sexiest city
los angeles with its l's & s's is the longest town 
it lingers on the tip of the tongue & rolls on the roof

of the mouth
uvular, tongue-trilling los angeles los angeles 
los angeles is woman leggy
a great dancer is l.a. has a great laugh —  la, la
i'm laughing los angeles at your teeth
your great flashing teeth in the sun
make me laugh, los angeles, laugh
(you have rather good eyes, l.a.)
i suppose you think i'm crazy about your face
(& i might be if i taste it i might be)
& you, los angeles, California, what is it about you 
that makes me dance before i kiss your mouth is it

your name
or is it you're a gurl, los angeles, & it's december

with hot sun
on my head —  is it you're a gurl & i see you whirling 
in the Christmas streets with no winter on your breath

your legs your eyes
your hair raw & flying lady, lady los angeles?

SHE SAID

she said she didn't have any others & if she'd had she
wouldn't

have said she'd had
she said she had what she had & what she didn't she didn't 
& one hadn't better be englishing her about hads & hadn'ts 
& oughtn'ts & oughts
life was a whole lot bigger than a bunch of paradoxical

punks
hunting marbles at the bottom of a fountain built by
an aristotelian nebb
this she said & more, much more
she said david brinkley was a whole bunch of dan rathers
wrapped up in a barbara waiters shower curtain
with waiter cronkite cookies dressed like Christmas trees
& she wasn't going to put up with any more of it
she was sitting there alone on the top step
in a silk gown that looked like her pajamas
she had on a pair of red pumps
& a raymond chandler book in her lap
& she was writing in a notebook with a green ballpoint pen 
she had white teeth & a good-looking mug
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(she had eyes, jack)
& she kept right on writing in her notebook 
as i gave her a long sassy stare
& the cat nuzzled against her ankles with its soft

poised back

—  Robert L. Greenfield 
Goleta CA

THE FRONTIER OF HINDSIGHT

I was a world-weary 10 when Lubitsch showed 
me that Coop was a brilliant light comedian, 
a member of some screwball alien race, and 
I recall that I immediately re-examined the rest 
of my tired universe, namely, my Uncle Morris, 
a few dead-on-their-feet teachers, and, of course,
John Wayne, who seemed sorely miscast on a horse, 
whose toughness and bravado made me laugh so hard 
I once got thrown out of the old Franklin Theater.
For a long time after that I thought Rio Bravo 
one of the funniest movies ever made, light years 
ahead of the competition. No one agreed with me, 
least of all Uncle Morris. And searching the heavens, 
after middle age had cast its long, vindictive shadow, 
I still wondered if anyone could have gotten the Duke 
off his high horse and into a smart dinner jacket, 
preferably white, with instructions to win 
Katherine Hepburn before she married Cary Grant.
Probably no one, I eventually concluded.
Not Lubitsch, great star that he was, or Hawks 
or Chaplin. Not even Hitch, whose dim view 
of actors made him a natural for the part.
No help appeared on the horizon. Not even from 
Uncle Morris, who had died with a straight face. 
Condemned to seriousness, like the rest of us,
Wayne bluffed his way from sunset to sunset, always 
heading west, though, just ahead of the darkness.

OLD WAYS AND FORMER GODS

I said money wasn't important.
Having heard this in Freshman Comp,
I passed along the good news. We
were eating dinner in a fancy restaurant,
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and my father immediately fell silent.
I thought I had done him a favor, 
since he had worked all those dark, 
meaningless years as an accountant, 
computing other people's worth, 
and probably wanted to get himself 
straightened out before it was too late.
I spoke to my mother for a while 
about how the veal marsala was slightly 
overcooked and the Bordeaux lacked character 
and about my philosophy professor who said 
nothing was real, least of all religion, 
and how he laughed in class at anyone 
who wanted to become a lawyer.
When the bill came, my father checked 
the addition and paid up, $28.75 including 
a generous tip, big money then, and he 
drove us back in silence along the canal 
and finally across it at Montagu's Ferry 
and then cut through the hills where 
the trees huddled without comment and, 
once in town, used his road map to find 
a shortcut to my dorm —  its proud spires 
unbelievably transcendent in the twilight.

—  Jay A. Blumenthal 
Chatham NJ

DOGS

Chesapeake Bay Retrievers and Airedale Terriers 
Throwing a party at the Ocean Beach surf.
They got so far out that all you could see was 
Bobbing heads in deep white water, throwing 
Sticks in their jaws.

AN EVEN SCORE
A cat sleeping on a dog's back.

—  Bill E. Bad
San Francisco CA
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in a waiting room 
cigarette smoke obscuring 
the no-smoking sign

in hushed darkness 
a telephone ringing, ringing 
from the house next door

wearing no bra —  
and beneath her t-shirt 
only one breast

in the hard spray
from a back-street fireplug
a rainbow fragment

a rabbit's silhouette 
fixed in sand
fired to radioactive glass

—  William Woodruff 
Pasadena CA

MADONNA BURNED BY IRISH MEN FROM BOSTON

can't afford 
to get stoned 
on their blarney

COMMON PLANTAIN MADONNA

not particularly 
beautiful 
but is likable 
and peaceful
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MADONNA OF THE AMBIVALENCES ROOFLESS MADONNA: 1
is so wild 
for what scares 
her she's like 
the 1974 Pontiac 
she put in reverse 
going 75 m.p.h.

CATHOLIC SCHOOL MADONNA
gets an F 
in penmanship 
from having 
her hand slapped 
so for wearing 
nothing between 
her patent leather 
shoes and the 
hair they 
reflected

MADONNA'S SOS
every where 
you aren't 
feels like 
you should 
be

MADONNA TO HER RIDE
I'm glad you 
came after 
me and I ' m 
glad you came 
after me

would rather 
be covered
and ruthless

PLEASING MADONNA
is like a marionette
you're pulling
the strings of will
crumple in a
pile alone with
out your
hands

GARY HART'S MADONNA: 2
says he shouldn't 
have pulled out 
in the first place

GARY HART'S MADONNA: 3
says he gets 
up and stays 
on top of 
things

GARY HART'S MADONNA: 4
says his strength 
is growing that 
you shouldn't hold 
what he's been in 
to against him

MADONNA OF THE PERFECTIONIST
is sick of 
how he wants it 
everything the 
way he wants 
it sex dishes 
in the dishwasher, 
put in and taken 
out the way 
he says

CALL GIRL MADONNA
says it's like 
a dress rehearsal 
it’s practice for 
their girl friends 
and wives later 
when they get 
undressed
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—  Lyn Lifshin 
Niskayuna NY

is too 
amused 
to refuse

BEIGE MADONNA
is the color 
of most office 
carpet and is 
walked all over

ONION RING MADONNA
drop her and 
she'll stain 
your pants leg

ACTRESS MADONNA
the audience leans 
in like cocks 
drawn to a wet 
glistening slit 
after seven 
years at sea she 
feels her power 
sees them pant 
plays with her hair 
knows she's got 
them and only she 
can give them 
what they need

MADONNA WHO HAS TROUBLE GETTING 
ENOUGH ACTION IN HER NOVELS
always thinks of 
plots in connection 
with cemeteries

LEATHER MADONNA 
is all animal

MADONNA WHO YOU GET GIGGLING

if you can 
pay for taxis 
you can pay 
taxes

M and M MADONNA
lets you 
melt in her 
mouth not 
in her hands

MADONNA IN LOVE
cares too much 
to enjoy what 
she's enjoying 
until it's gone

BAT MADONNA
does not attack 
only bites in 
self defense 
won't nest 
in your hair 
or suck your 
blood, unless 
you're a cow 
in south america 
never popular 
never cute 
but can purr

BURN OUT MADONNA
what was 
is just an 
outline made 
of ash that 
one touch 
makes fall 
apart

MADONNA ON THE ECONOMY



ACCIDENT
Her long pants 
got caught in the 
bicycle chain
and she went down 
as the bike went down
connected to it 
by the leg
but cursing it 
as if it were 
something separate.

A QUIET MAN
A self-proclaimed 
but actual specialist 
on Moliere and 
Rabelais
he is a quiet man
who hopes that the subject
can somehow be broached
buying gas at the station 
or waiting on line 
to pay for his coffee

LOUIS READ SOMEWHERE
Louis read somewhere 
that seventy to eighty 
percent of all household 
dust is comprised 
of dead epidermal 
matter.
While this did not change 
Louis' lifestyle all that 
drastically
it did make him want to 
vacuum more often.

—  Brook Zelcer 
Fair Lawn NJ

BIG BONED GIRLS
laugh, drink and play 
the horses 
like the boys.
The boys laugh, drink 
play and then 
go home

to the little woman.

JESUS, JIM-BOB, YA SEE THAT
The blonde girls in neon 
spandex
run, ride, flit by 
like exotic butterflies 
among the cowfield 
milkweeds.
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HOW MANY WRONGS MAKE IT RIGHT?
"It's not what I ordered.
Take it back !"
'Yes, it is,' I think. I know. 
The other people 
at the table 
look for lint.
"I tell you
I didn't order the fuckin' 
thing."
I remove the plate 
for they may be 
paying and tipping.
Bowing, deeply, I offer,
"My apologies."

OH, THAT'S WHAT IT IS
The poetry of the WORLD
is written in hardwood bars &
neon honky-tonks, greasy diners
smelly pizza joints, dusty laundromats
line-ups and empty
rooms, on your lover’s
coffee table and
in rented houses with kids
screaming for breakfast
lunch and dinner, yet
it
happens
in bold, beautiful 
colors and lines 
and Damn-It-All if 
the twenty-five or 
so of us reading this 
shit don't appreciate 
it.

IT REMINDED ME
when, sitting on a patio deck chair, 
a wasp landed on my toe and started 
moving his legs over his behind a lot 
and I got nervous and was going to 
swat him dead when I 
hesitated
and he finished his movement and 
flew off:
this guy coming from the 
washroom at the resturant the
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other day grabbed his chest 
and died.
I guess, somewhere, 
a decision 
was made.

PARSONS’ DICTIONARY 
about as heavy
as a rainbow trout, when held 
by the gills.

—  Jeff Parsons
Whiterock, B.C., Canada

ROBERT FROST
"I can't stand that pompous bastard I saw
him on television saying how he
couldn't understand how anybody could
live in a place like Levittown with its
identical boxes for houses and
how he had an architect design his
farmhouse in Vermont that really gets my
balls I'd like to see him hire an architect
on a janitor's salary I can barely
make the mortgage on this box doesn't
he think we'd all be living in beautiful
houses with acres of land if we could
afford it? And I bet he thinks he writes
for the working man I don't know how people
fall for crap like that he oughta get a
job with me that would stop him from writing
cute poems about snow and fences who
does he think it is that plows that shit
off the streets? Me —  that's who and I can't
even afford a fence to keep those damn
brats from next door out of my front yard
I'm sick of those poet-sons-of-bitches
get me another beer," my father said.

IT TAKES ONE TO KNOW ONE
"It is difficult to read the poetry 
without remembering the man: and
the man was humourless and pedantic, 
said T.S. Eliot of Shelley.
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DEGREES

"A poem requires metrical form 
for permanence," she said.
I said that in most current usage
the simile, end-rhyme and metrically exact verse, 
were hackneyed, if not archaic.
She harrumphed,
"you will be laughed out of academia."
I told her I had ditched academics 
when I dropped out of high school; 
then quoted Henry Miller:
"everything taught is a lie."
She started loudly,
"you'd better be careful
not to make the mistake
self-educated writers make,
with their eccentric literary theories.
Even the neo-formalists aren't formal enough, 
they don't know an anapest from Budapest."
She was annoying me
and knew it, so continued,
"you need to go back to school 
and get a Master’s
or you will never be taken seriously 
no matter how good your poems are.
Why do you think I got mine?
Besides, I can teach."
I smiled. She went on,
"and poetry must never be used
to attack people —
that's hatefulness, not art."
Her poems were never 
as lively as her tirades —  
now I knew why.

Joseph Hargraves 
Philadelphia PA
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THE LAST JAPANESE SOLDIER TO EMERGE FROM THE JUNGLE
on the first day of class, 
the sixty-ish professor says,
"it is sad to note that our 
anthology of american literature 
includes 70 male authors, and 
only 18 female."
"why sad?" a sweet young thing, 
a poster child for the '80s, 
sincerely asks from front row, 
center, "after all, men are more 
widely published, more widely read."
there is no general groaning. the 
professor is surprised to find himself 
on the beach surrounded by foreigners, 
his brows lift, as if someone had snuffed 
out the one candle when he wasn't looking, 
his eyes are having a hard time adjusting 
to the darkness, so i light a match and 
ask sleeping beauty just exactly how did 
she think things got that way.
"why, talent, of course," she declares,
and the match fizzles in my fingers, 
without lighting anything.

ARETHA, RODNEY, AND ME
two days after my graduation, 
my mother is having a luncheon for two 
old friends who just arrived from new york, 
and i go over to pay my respects.
"i was just telling the girls about 
your graduating with ... something ... 
what was it again?"
a week after, my husband is writing
to his father in Pittsburgh and raises his head
to ask, "what was your degree in again?"
three weeks after, my brother is visiting 
from nevada, and my husband shows him 
the letter from the dean. the two 
of them get a giggle out of 
the misspelling of "distinction," 
the only comment that is made.
four weeks after, my sister calls from 
Virginia to say, "it only took you
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eighteen years," followed by a 
three-thousand-mile-long laugh.
and just now, five weeks and two days after, 
my thirteen-year-old walks into the kitchen 
where i am typing and asks, "why do you 
write all day if you don't have school?"
"because i am a writer," i answer.
"what do you write about?"
"well, my feelings ..."
"oh, jeez," she says, "why don't you get a job?"

NOT QUITE MAKING THE GRADE
i took the course entitled "female sexuality”
because it was only a one-day seminar
for one credit,
and i needed one credit.
also, being a wife and mother, i figured easy 'A. '
the professor was big on audio-visual aids, we 
were treated to six films of graphic sex between 
members of the opposite sex, members of the same 
sex, a man with his own member, and a woman with 
herself, with techniques and positions never men
tioned in health class at our queen of the holy 
rosary academy.
to say it was a stimulating experience is an 
understatement of orgastic proportions.
when i got home that night, i literally could not 
resist showing my husband what i learned in school 
that day.
afterwards he said, "that was some course you took, 
i wonder what it would have been like if it had been 
for three credits."

—  Mary Ellen Barnes 
Huntington Beach CA
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CHERRY'S HAIR VILLA

Venetian blinds impose 
a cool shade upon the shop.
Ammonia from perms tightens
the air. Worn issues of People
and Good Housekeeping wait as handily
as those 5 sit-down Realistic
hair dryers. By the sinks, Cherry smiles
and applies neutralizer to a curlered
head while that client thumbs through
The National Enquirer. A wide, chest high
mirror runs in front of the finishing chairs.
On the counter below it are: brushes,
Cinderella Hairspray, scissors, clippers,
a framed license, Vaseline and Quantum
Shampoo. Boston ferns, a Wandering Jew
and other greenery grow in given spaces.
KNXM is faintly heard. Tacked to the 
wall by the door is this poem.

THERE

Johnson yells "You KNOW it's open."
Inside, I see him chasing Nacho,
his Nicaraguan son, to Lord knows where.
Otis Rush is groanin' the stereo'd blues 
and the Chicken Cacciatore smells erotic.
Mai exclaims something in Yiddish
as she takes the Chardonnay I've brought.
Some Gauguin horses drink on the wall.
From the kitchen, Ronda blows me a kiss 
and poses in that God awful muu muu. 
Prometheus nudges my leg, hinting for 
a pet and Johnson comes puffing back 
to ask "When did you get rid of the Camaro?" 
It feels just like home.

—  Robert Underwood 
Redlands CA
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THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE

The Air Force provides Goodstone Aircraft Company 
with an S.A.P. AUDIT book.
The book tells the Goodstone Aircraft Company machinists 
exactly which questions the Air Force's S.A.P. AUDIT 
will ask and what the machinists' answers should be.
The book delineates all of the specifications and 
regulations that the machinists have never abided by.
It tells the machinists exactly 
how the shop should have been run 
for the past 3 years,
so that the machinists can execute a crash 
15-day cram session
on manufacturing orders and blueprints, 
machine speed and feed calculations, 
cleanliness and safety standards, 
and tooling and material identification.
Our machinists will be proficient and efficient 
and clean and safe.

DISADVANTAGE

The supervisor jabbers and screams 
about how the machinist should do the job. 
the supervisor throws parts around, 
jams his fists into his pockets
and pumps himself up and down on the balls of his feet,
his face red
as he huffs and puffs.
But the machinist is calm,
listens politely and attentively to the supervisor, 
waits for him to finish.
The machinist knows that the supervisor has a rough job,
having to somehow compensate
for the fact that he is supervising men
who for 20 years or more have run machines
that he has never run once
in his life.

FRED VOSS



SELF-PRESERVATION

The pussy men
buried their faces in the pages 
of pussy magazines.
They had pussy shots on their keychains 
and the insides of their toolbox lids.
They talked about pussy constantly 
about all of the pussy they had fucked, 
and all of the ways they had fucked it.
The gun men
puffed on long cigars
and read gun magazines.
They wore gunshop T-shirts
and covered their toolboxes
with gun photos and NRA stickers.
They marched around their work areas
keeping their machines spotless by blasting them with 
air guns they had fitted with 3-foot long barrels.
No one survived 
in that machine shop 
without guns or pussy.

SPIRIT

The supervisor threatens to fire him 
but Jesus goes on being Jesus 
as his machine runs.
He recites Mass and imitates sirens and screams. 
He sings mariachi songs
while the other machinists accompany him 
with ball-peen hammer pings 
and air gun wheezes
and bass notes on their vocal cords.
He calls people into the office 
by imitating a voice over the loudspeaker, 
rides the hand truck 
like a scooter
around and around the workbenches and machines,
and says, "I sorry I sorry,"
grinning like the Cheshire cat
as the supervisor lifts the lead hammer
over Jesus' head
and threatens to kill him.
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ROUGH JOB

The machinist who tried to kill himself 
because he couldn't stop crying like a girl 
when he was on PCP;
the machinist holding up the pussy magazine 
in front of his face
to be sure everyone knows he's staring at it;
the machinist in a constant rage
because his wife won't give him a blowjob;
the machinist telling everyone how much he hates
the queers on the 2nd tier of the L.A. County Jail;
the machinist who walks around with a tape measure
pulled out to 12 or 15 inches
and held in front of his fly;
the machinist who wears a hat saying "U.S. Male" 
and smokes big cigars
and weightlifts steel bars and arbors 
while his machine runs:
being a man in a machine shop 
is not easy.

OCCUPATIONAL HAZARD

He had begun screaming
broken sentences
at the top of his lungs,
jumping off of the platform in front of his machine 
over and over 
as his machine ran.
His eyes darted about 
as he cringed at the prospect 
of his job creeping on and on and on 
like Chinese water torture.
He had spent two years
learning the machine and the blueprints 
and the machining operations 
backwards and forwards,
until he could do his job in his sleep.
Now he was really going to have to start 
earning his money.
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8 HOURS AT GOODSTONE AIRCRAFT COMPANY

An hour to find a Hartford chuck,
half an hour to find a key for the Hartford chuck,
half an hour hammering on the chuck
because its rotation turns out to be jammed,
half an hour cursing Goodstone Aircraft Company,
an hour walking through 2 buildings
looking for another Hartford chuck,
an hour in a bathroom reading a sports page
to keep from going berserk,
another half an hour looking for a chuck.
An hour looking for 2 bolts
to lock the chuck you have finally found
onto your milling machine table.
15 minutes of throwing tools around,
kicking cabinets
and yelling obscenities
after you discover that the jaws will not close on the chuck 
that you have bolted onto your milling machine table.
The remaining hour and 15 minutes spent
shuffling about 3 buildings
in a pretense of looking for another chuck
that you know you will never find,
that you no longer WANT to find,
that you no longer have the morale or energy
to do anything with
anyway.

INTEGRITY

A company representative called us into the conference room 
and handed "Ethical Decision Making" handbooks to us.
The representative told us that the company wanted
to help us be even more ethical
than we already were,
and we began reading the handbooks
that asked us to consider
involving ourselves in the personal lives 
of our fellow employees 
by reporting to our supervisors 
such things as lying and problem drinking.
An hour later,
as we walked out the back door of the conference room 
we made an immediate ethical decision 
and threw the handbooks into the garbage can 
as we filed past it.
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THE ARISTOCRATS

The black machinists wore golden necklaces 
and silky disco shirts 
and dress pants 
and panama hats.
They bent and contorted their bodies over their machines,
twisting around grimy, oily
handles and spindles and fixtures
without once touching their clothes
to machine or tool or part.
They were constantly blowing every inch of their clothes 
down with their air guns,
to make sure that not one metal chip or speck of dirt 
spoiled their look.
Radios in their pockets and headphone wires to their ears,
they disco danced up and down the wooden platforms
in front of their machines,
and disco danced across the aisles
to each other's machines,
slapping hands and grinning,
triumphant.

PROGRESS

To check out a 2-3” micrometer 
for a few minutes,
the machinist steps across the aisle
to the tool crib
where Gloria without looking up
will hand him a 2-3” micrometer
and a computer terminal print-out
that has his name, employee number,
job classification, pay rate
and seniority date on it in triplicate,
as well as a 300-word tool loaning contract
which he must sign and date,
receiving his pink copy.
When the machinist steps back across the aisle 
10 minutes later
to return the 2-3" micrometer to Gloria,
he hands in his pink copy
and she takes it and puts it on top of
the stack of folded computer paper
and rips all of the paper up and throws it into
the garbage can,
taking back the 2-3" micrometer
without looking up.
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AIR FORCE CONTRACTOR

The new man actually tried to work hard.
The veterans stared at him as if he were insane.
"Don't KILL the job!" they screamed.
They turned off his machine
and rolled his toolbox to the other end of the building.
The veterans were masters 
at acting as if they were working.
They tapped parts 
and studied indicators
and tightened and loosened and retightened bolts 
hour after hour after hour, 
accomplishing nothing.
Such consummate acting
was a skill that would take the new man years 
to learn.

MAKING THE WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED BOMBER

The operators tried to make the machines 
guide the half-ton bomber parts 
into the razor-sharp cutters.
The old, worn-out machines rocked 
as if they were about to tip over 
under the weight of the bomber parts.
Gears ground and engines smoked
as the machines knocked and rattled inside,
starting and stopping without warning.
The foreman paced the aisles with terror in his eyes.
The operators avoided the machines.
They read newspapers in the bathroom, 
shuffled back and forth from the vending machines, 
and ran their fingers through piles 
of old, stripped T-bolts
as they wondered what Goodstone Aircraft Company was doing 
with the money
from its billion-dollar Air Force contract.
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HOT POTATO

We are supposed to cut-weld preparations
along cracks in diffusion-bonded wing carry-thru sections 
found piled outside Department 88,
so that welders can fill the cracks with titanium weld.
The Air Force wants the wing carry-thru sections NOW, 
but we keep asking questions
about the unclear weld preparation blueprints.
Our foremen try to end our questions 
by reading the blueprints upside-down 
and giving us obviously bad advice.
They are beginning to avoid us 
by hiding in the offices or walking laps 
around the inside of the building.
When we press them, they refer us to supervisors 
who shake their heads and refer us to manufacturing 
engineers who shake their heads and carry the blueprints 
into engineering offices which send the blueprints back 
to us unchanged or even more unclear.
"JUST CUT IT!" the foremen scream at us.
We are beginning to feel uneasy.
We are beginning to wonder about those jokes 
about the wings falling off of the bombers.
For the first time in our careers, Goodstone Aircraft 
Company has made us feel like responsible adults.
There must be something seriously wrong.

THE STUD

He had worked out at Gold's Gym 
until he could bench-press 450 pounds.
He walked around the machine shop
waving a 50-pound lead hammer above his head
with one hand,
and his hammer blows
echoed off the machine shop walls
like gunshots.
Then he started talking
about how much he liked to fuck
his boyfriend.
For the first time in the machine shop's 20-year history, 
no one was telling any faggot jokes.
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GASKET FACTORY

They liked to sneak up behind each other 
and goose each other
with yard sticks and hammer handles and broom handles 
seeing how far they could make each other jump.
They liked to talk about
County Jail and wolf tickets and ripped assholes.
They liked to climb over each other 
to get a good view of the secretary 
when she swayed her ass up and down the aisle.
They liked to talk about the blow jobs she 
was giving the company president in his office 
during lunch.
They liked to shout in deep
booming voices about NFL games,
sticking their chests out and strutting about
bragging about how much they could bench-press,
poking each other in the chest
and pulling each other's beards
as they called each other niggers
and mex's and buddhaheads.
They were true buddies.

SOLIDARITY

The workers
like to slam one heat-treated steel part against another 
as they stack them in the steel bins.
After a worker executes a particularly loud ringing slam,
he will lift his face
to the tin ceiling 50 feet above
and begin hooting and screaming.
Other workers will join in 
and the hooting and screaming 
will grow louder and louder,
the workers encouraging and answering each other across the 
steel mill
until every one of them is swept up 
in a resounding chorus
that sends chills up the spines of the supervisors.
This is not the kind of cooperation
that the supervisors had in mind
when they talked to the workers
about working together for a better future.
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A LEARNING EXPERIENCE

Every now and then
a new guy at Goodstone Aircraft Company 
questions the way things are done.
Raising his hand at shop meetings 
and writing letters to vice presidents 
month after month after month, 
he protests the inadequate tooling 
and unclear blueprints, 
expresses outrage
at the stacks and stacks of redundant paperwork, 
bewails the lack of morale 
and proper management, 
and gets nowhere,
until finally he is reduced to lurching about the shop
blurting out truths and shouting incredulities
to machinist after machinist,
still getting nowhere,
and looking more and more each day
like that guy trying to stop cars on the highway
in "Invasion Of The Body Snatchers."

PRIDE

The supervisor tells us that the Air Force 
will have auditors in the building walking around 
watching us,
so that if we are going to walk around the shop
doing nothing
like we usually do,
we should at least carry manufacturing orders 
in our hands,
and if we are going to gather at each other's machines 
to bullshit,
we should bullshit with blueprints in our hands.
Also,
we should open those Goodstone Manufacturing Standards 
books and find out what those funny looking symbols 
and numbers on the blueprints 
mean to tell us
about dimensional tolerances and standards,
just in case the auditors ask us questions about them.
I guess if we're going to be the morons and liars and 
thieves that the supervisor has always said we are, 
at least we can be Air Force approved 
morons and liars and thieves.
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SAFETY NET

On the horizontal mill in the back corner 
we machined slots into the hinges 
of escape hatches,
slots that would allow the escape hatches 
to swing open
when Air Force crew members had to bail out 
of crashing K-20 bombers.
With excruciating craftsmanship and care,
we used shimstock and C-clamps
and rubber mallets
to position the hatches,
taking days
to shave thousandths of inches 
off of the sides of slots 
with saw cutters,
closing micrometers and running indicators 
all over the surfaces of the slots 
to make sure that they were as near to perfect 
as possible.
We all knew
that if there were one K-20 bomber part
that would truly be indispensable to the preservation of
American lives,
it would be the escape hatch.

THE LOSER

Nothing inspired him like a cutter holder 
that wouldn't budge.
His toes would dig in
to the leather of his steel-toed boots 
as his hand and forearm throbbed, 
his fingers turning white 
as they strangled the hammer handle; 
he would strike again and again, 
blinking
as if he were about to cry, 
unable to stop hammering 
long after there was any chance 
of it doing any good; 
hammering at the fact 
that his hammering was useless, 
at the fact that he was there 
hammering himself 
into exhaustion.
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THE INSPECTION

Whenever a good-looking secretary walks down the aisle at 
Goodstone Aircraft Company,
the machinists make a point of staring at her 
from the moment they spot her.
They move around their machines 
to keep her tits and ass and thighs 
in view,
making sure that it is obvious 
they are watching her.
They drift away from their machines, 
sticking their necks out into the aisle 
to keep her in view
until she is out the door of the building.
Then they let out with shrill whistles, 
shaking their heads and hands
and going limp all over as if they were about to collapse,
making sure that everyone knows
how much their lustful minds sucked in
every inch of every curve on her body,
competing with each other
to see who
can stagger and whistle and maintain 
their open-mouthed blank-eyed look 
the longest,
glancing about at each other 
to take stock of the results.
Finally, when it is safe to quit whistling and moaning
tributes to her body,
they return to their machines,
reassured that they have once again passed
the test.

A BRIGHT FUTURE

The veteran machinists who are competent 
are constantly ridiculing Goodstone Aircraft Company. 
They advise the new machinists 
to get out
while they still can.
The veteran machinists who are incompetent
are proud of working at Goodstone Aircraft Company.
They strut about
and give the new machinists tips and advice 
as if they were handing out priceless jewels.
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THE EDGE

The factory employs the desperate and the dangerous:
a man out of a mental hospital,
a man out of a prison,
a man out of the hills,
a man in a motorcycle gang,
a man who sits in front of his machine
sharpening his knife and throwing it
into the wooden platform under his feet,
a man who never talks,
a man who is covering his body with tattoos, 
a man who is trying to become a writer.

KINGS FOR A MINUTE

They are walking out of the steel mill 
after 10 hours of work, 
pants smeared with rust, 
fingers trembling
from the pounding of heavy machinery.
They wander out in front of the traffic, 
smiling and taking their time, 
scanning the far horizon 
with chins lifted,
as if to say, "Go ahead and hit me," 
as they stop traffic,
turning and tapping each other and laughing
in the middle of the street,
feeling the fear
of the people in the cars.

RELIEF

The machinist at the machine next to me 
was always coming around
sticking his face between me and the work I was trying 
to do to let me know how HE would do the job, 
distracting and confusing and enraging me 
with his useless and incompetent suggestions 
until I could barely perform the work I was doing.
But I finally lucked out,
and Goodstone Aircraft Company made him Lead Man.
Now its his JOB
to give advice and guidance to me, 
so of course he never does.
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HIGH PRIORITY

Goodstone Aircraft Company imposes 
a mandatory overtime schedule, 
and the machinists soon 
slow down
until they are putting out less 
production than they were putting out 
before the overtime started.
But Goodstone Aircraft Company keeps on with the overtime 
for months,
falling further and further behind in production 
as it pays the machinists big overtime bucks.
It's not easy,
spending all of that money
the Air Force keeps giving Goodstone Aircraft Company 
each year.

IT FIGURES

The supervisors
who are the most cynical about Goodstone Aircraft Company 
are the ones who enforce its rules 
the most vigorously.

WHAT YOU GOT FOR YOUR TAX DOLLARS

In the Goodstone Aircraft Company machine shop bathroom 
at the end of each shift 
we would butt elbows jockeying 
to get to the sinks.
"Let a WORKING man through!"
inevitably brought raucous laughter, as did
"Boy, I really WORKED today!"
We would all smile and laugh and shake our heads 
as we washed.
"How'd you get dirty, you fall off your stool?"
"People have been put in jail for stealing less money than 
I do working here!"
"Yeah, I feel guilty when I stand in line to cash 
my paycheck!”
Slapping and bumping each other in front of the mirror 
with our $16 an hour grins.
"Well, we fooled 'em again!"
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LABOR OF LOVE

"I'll show ya"' Carl says,
throwing levers and pumping handles with both hands, 
moving his machine's table in and out 
and right and left and up and down 
as fast as he can,
as he marks dial calibrations and strips of tape, 
creating path after path for a cutter to mill precise 
surfaces onto a 1,000 lb. steel shank.
Soon the cutter is speeding across the shank,
tossing out arcs of orange and blue-hot steel chips.
Soon Carl crane-loads another shank onto the machine
and says, "You do it,"
and steps back
as the new man tries
to remember a few of the 32 steps
of the operation.
"WHAT'S THE MATTER, WEREN'T YOU WATCHING?"
"CAN'T YOU DO ANYTHING?"
"YOU'VE GOT A LOT OF NERVE WALKING IN HERE!"
Carl is screaming,
teeth bared, fists clenched, face crimson,
glaring at the new man
as if he were sure to be fired.
This is Carl's moment of glory,
the reason why he has the foreman feed him the new men 
like chunks of raw meat.
This makes Carl's 25 miserable dead-end years at 
his machine 
worth something.

CONFIDENCE

I walked in Monday morning
and saw that Maintenance had put my machine back together 
a month after taking it apart for repairs.
They had even covered the machine 
with a fresh coat of green paint.
Of course I was skeptical,
knowing that Maintenance often did more damage 
than repair —
they were known for taking our machines apart
with chisels and hammers and crowbars
and replacing bad parts with other bad parts.
"I sure hope this thing works right," I said to my foreman. 
"It ought to," he snapped. "They painted it!"
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LINGO

After years and years in machine shops, 
machinists begin to talk less and less.
Instead, they begin to
tap their rubber or lead or ball-peen hammers 
against their machines,
learning how to play their machines like steel drums.
They walk around with big sheets of sheet metal,
bending and buckling them
until they whirr and hum
like weird high-tech
guitar solos.
They line up cutter holders of varying diameters 
and play them like organ pipes
by sticking the tips of their airguns into them 
and blasting air through them,
or they blast air against the insides of their closed 
fists and create kazoo-like sounds 
by rubbing and opening and closing their fingers 
and thumbs —
until occasionally, when they are really inspired,
they break out in vocals
to lead their own one-man bands —
the Italians singing opera,
the Mexicans mariachi,
and the bikers
heavy metal.

ETIQUETTE

In the Goodstone Aircraft Company machine shop, 
smirks are as omnipresent 
as i.d. badges,
as automatic to the machinists 
as opening toolboxes
or cleaning the lenses of their safety glasses. 
After a few years,
the machinists' faces are twitching with smirks 
that have become tics,
until eventually their faces are lined 
in the shapes of permanent smirks.
Anyone who doesn't smirk 
is either a fool 
or what is even worse, 
uncorrupted.
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SLEEPWORKING

At Goodstone Aircraft Company,
the ultra-slow turning of the machine cutters
and dials
and the dropping of chips from the sliced metal surfaces 
of bomber parts, 
becomes hypnotic,
and everywhere machinists are nodding, 
mouths falling open, heads jerking back, 
as they snort and snore.
But over the years they have learned 
how to keep themselves propped up 
against the leather of their swivel chairs 
without falling out of them, 
and somehow
they are able to wake up just as their machines' cuts 
are ending. They walk to the drinking fountain 
and sprinkle ice-cold water on their heads, 
or stand before fans
lifting their T-shirts up to their armpits, 
knowing just how much to wake themselves up 
so that they can reset their machines 
for the next cuts.
Then they wiggle their asses
back into the impressions they have carved into 
the leather of their chairs, 
and get some more sleep.

TOOL OF THE TRADE

The machinists used their rollaway toolboxes like billboards, 
plastering them with stickers and photos and posters 
advertising their families, 
their hobbies, 
their opinions.
They filled them with booze and cigars and girlie magazines. 
Parking them between their machines and the office, 
they hid from supervisors 
behind them.
Placards on their lids
threatened anyone who touched the rollaways 
with death.
These machinists took their work seriously.
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EXCRETION

The workers
cover the bathroom stall walls 
with messages
calling each other rat finks 
who suck the cock 
or lick the ass 
of the boss.
They call each other faggots and niggers and kikes 
and Buddaheads and donkeys.
They use knifetips to carve 
KKKs and swastikas
and "Kill the Jews" into the wood of the stalls,
leaving unsigned threats about meeting each other
outside the plant gate —
while out on the shop floor
they smile at each other
and work together
cheerfully,
fully relieved by their stints 
in the bathroom.

THE VICE-PRESIDENT GIVES HIS MONTHLY SHOP TALK

The vice-president smiles 
and wants the machinists to smile, 
as he holds the company jackhammers 
up into the air,
but the machinists are not paid to smile.
They do not give a fuck about the company
jackhammers
and he knows it.
He knows it
and they know that he knows it
and he knows that they know that he knows it.
He holds the company jackhammers 
up into the air 
and talks
as if he were really excited and delighted
about the way the company jackhammers break up concrete.
And he knows that the machinists know 
that this is the one time each month 
when their jobs look a lot better than his.
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PAPERWORK

Goodstone Aircraft Company has just come up with a new 
system for reducing the number of scrapped parts.
It involves 8" x 11” manilla cards
covered with dozens of tiny little boxes
that must be filled in with blueprint dimensions
and part dimensions
and employee numbers.
Every machining operation on every part being made 
must be numbered and kept track of 
and inspected and approved
by inspectors and lead men and supervisors 
who must rubber stamp appropriate boxes.
Hell, it's bound to work,
The machinist will be so busy filling out the cards
and getting rubber stamp approvals
that they won't have time to scrap as many parts.

KEEP THE FAITH

"There will be no layoffs!" 
the supervisor yelled at us 
during the monthly shop talk.
A month later we were asking him,
"What about those three secretaries they just laid off?" 
and he was yelling at us,
"There will be no layoffs on the shop floor!"
Another month later we were asking him,
"What about the inspector and the toolmaker they just 
laid off?" and he was yelling at us,
"There will be no layoffs in DIRECT production!
You guys are DIRECT production! Wait'll you see what 
happens when we get that Weber Co. construction contract 
next month; boy, we'll have TWICE as much work; you 
guys think it's busy now, wait'll ...."
Another month later the supervisor was passing out slips 
of paper to us.
"Why do they want me in the office at 11:00 A.M.? I was 
asking him.
"I don't know. Maybe you got a phone call."
In the office they were smiling at us.
"We very well MIGHT call you back in a month. We can't 
promise anything, but keep us informed of any address 
changes, because we very well MIGHT ...."
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MENTAL PATIENT

The supervisor hovers about, 
periodically shaking Rick
and screaming "Earth to Rick! Earth to Rick!" 
into his ear.
Rick moves and laughs and flexes his fingers 
and follows the path of his machine's cut 
for a minute or two,
until he stops halfway through a swivel 
in his leather chair
and his eyes are suddenly glazed again 
and he has gone back
to that place no one else knows anything about, 
as he sits transfixed and a million miles away, 
his machine turning automatically 
through a 40- or 50- or 60-minute cut,
the supervisor hovering and shaking him and screaming,
glad to take care of someone
with such an exceptional talent
for never getting bored,
no matter how monotonus and mindless
a job gets.

FRINGE BENEFIT

The janitor towed lines of dumpsters 
up and down the machine shop aisles, 
across the loose steel plates 
that covered the scrap-metal conveyor belts 
under the aisles.
The janitor nodded with booze as he drove, 
tipping forward and sideways 
in the towmotor seat,
leaning like he was about to fall out, 
his eyes red and barely open.
But he made the machine shop explode
with the pops and bangs and cracks
of the steel dumpsters jarring and bouncing
across the steel plates
as he drove the towmotor FAST
down the aisles.
Not only did this keep him awake, 
it helped ruin the already raw nerves 
of the machine shop supervisors.
Every job has its rewards.
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UPTIGHT

Bob tightens the nuts 
down onto the clamps.
He is grunting and grimacing,
his biceps straining
and his back nearly wrenching out
as he turns red and tugs on a 2-foot-long crescent wrench, 
digging his bootheels into the concrete floor.
He gets out a 4-foot-long section of steel pipe 
and slips it over the crescent wrench,
grabbing the pipe with both hands as if it were an oar,
leaning back,
giving 4 final tugs
that make the nuts and bolts creak
as if they are about to snap.
The slab of aluminum he must cut is now anchored 
to the machine table with more than twice the torque 
required to keep extremely hard heat-treated 
tool steel
from moving under the force of cutting.
Bob doesn't want that son of a bitch 
on night shift
to think that he can tighten nuts 
tighter than Bob can.

T.G.I.F

After work each Friday
the workers celebrate the end of the workweek
by rushing to their cars
and throwing open the doors,
denting the doors of the cars next to them,
the drivers of the dented cars
climbing out
and kicking dents into the offenders’ doors.
The workers who make it out of the parking lot right away 
rear-end
and sideswipe each other in the street, 
and keep on going,
cursing and shaking fists and revving their engines
and jockeying for position
to get to the boulevard —
terrorizing and periodically running over
any workers foolish enough to forego cars
and attempt to cross the street on foot
to get to the buses.

—  Fred Voss
Long Beach CA



DEAR RAYMOND

Ray Chandler was born one hundred years 
ago today, and Hemingway’s birthday was
Thursday. Quite a big week for my boys. 
However, there's hardly anything tragic
about birth, at least by comparison, so 
I dedicated this weekend to the two who
have most assisted my career. Especially 
through you, Ray, have I advanced myself.
And so, to your honor —  a rereading of 
selected passages, some hard expressions
in the mirror, destruction of the mind 
and body with drink and exotic foods.
(Sorry, Ray, nothing here for a gimlet, 
and no hard stuff except my heart, so
the cheap red will have to do.) Finally 
I offer the terrible loneliness of a city
not your home, oceans of debt, a romantic 
soul with ugly temperament, self-deception
and for dessert a sweet dollop of doggerel 
This is the least I can do. See you soon.

HEMINGWAY’S BIRTHDAY

I was driving home in 
the heat of a long 
day of teaching, and 
it took a dj's list 
of birthdays to remind 
me: Yusuf Islam, Don 
Knotts, Ernest Hem
ingway. But all the 
news isn't bad, Papa: 
today Neil Armstrong 
carved the moon, and 
Jesse James emptied 
his first locomotive. 
Oddly, my calendar 
remembers only your 
death, and neglects 
a July morning in a
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north Michigan town. 
But tonight, again, 
you serve as inspira
tion. I try to smile, 
considering what you 
would think of us 
many professors, fat 
and educated, blazing 
trodden moons, looting 
empty trains.

Gay Brewer 
Columbus OH

LAST DAYS OF OSCAR WILDE 

Paris, 1900.
The cafe's been closed half an hour. 
Overturned chairs rest on the metal tables. 
The waiter stands with his back to the bar 
arms folded, lips pursed, glaring.
Under the green canvas awning 
a single customer sits
with his empty glass, his stack of saucers 
his unpaid bill.
Streams of water dribble
from the frayed edges of the awning.
The waiter curses once, twice, shouts 
to this customer, who doesn't hear 
& so goes on 
staring into the rain.
The waiter inserts the crank 
rolls the awning back.

TAXI

I climb in a taxi 
downtown out to the airport 
lugging suitbag & briefcase; 
the driver
is young, black, subdued
we move thru empty streets
past redbrick buildings graffitoed
then onto the Expressway 
dawn at our backs 
not a word
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till he asks: 
weeeh tair-meen-ahl?
I tell him United & inquire 
his origins.
Martinique, he says 
slightly contemptuous, certain 
my next question concerns 
what continent that might be on 
but instead I say:
"So you are familiar with the poetry 
of Aime Cesaire?"
The cab veers right
narrowly misses 6 guardrails
horns blow cars change lanes to avoid it he
wrestles the wheel
back to control, turns wild-eyed:
How you know Aime Cesaire!?!

—  Jim Cory
Philadelphia PA

IT’S HARD
to get many humans to talk
say something out loud
for each word they utter out loud 
they think millions 

silently
I'm like this

in the last hour I only said 3 words out loud 
and they came only 2 minutes ago

"that was ecstatic"
immediately upon the completion 

of devouring
one of famous amos's large soft and chewy 

nut free chocolate chip
masterpieces.
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GAGAKU

the kid knew I had 
thousands of poems about 

my shack
but in his bio of me
in his privately printed antho
of his favorite poems he
said I had
hundreds
I suppose a poet is
not supposed to have thousands
of unpublished poems
laying about
or is it lying?
and still to this day I've never 
met him 
which is fine
these matters
are better taken care of through 
the mails
we don't need 
to meet each other like 
a bunch of fucking 
rag mops
all we need to do is 
our work and 
leave one another 
alone
we don't need to
suck off each other
flatter one another
in fact what we need is what
we get: to make
each other mad
so our works will be
as impassioned as possible
as full of anger and hate and murder as possible 
so that we can 
walk around a bit 

more 
relaxed
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THE HUMAN
WHAT’S
best

is leaving 
folks alone

all of'em 
& doing

your
work

if your work is
alive

you'll have
plenty of 

folks in
your

life

goes to its typewriter 
and works it 
and seems to be 
enjoying itself
a human admits to itself 
it has nothing new to say 
to other humans 
yet it continues 
working its typewriter
why does it do this? 
it thinks to itself that 
working its typewriter 
saves its life
it's not sure about this 
it's not sure about anything 
sometimes it thinks it's very sure 
about some things
but
it never is honestly totally 
sure about anything 
the human stops typing
looks to its left 
at a turquoise discus fish 
swimming about in a 12 gallon tank 
"bah . . . jesus christ ... I feel pretty 
good right now ..."
the human 
says to itself

SOMETIMES IT TAKES 5 YEARS
one life snuffed 
he was in his 30s & Jewish 
aware articulate & dangerous 
you cannot hip the suckers & live 
he went from 60 grand a year to 5 
San Francisco was the only city 
where he could work 
& a satirist must be able 
to sharpen his blade 
19 arrests in 5 years 
& then he was dead

Steve Richmond
Santa Monica CA



NO WAY OF KNOWING
I wrote something about Ralph Kramden & Alice 
by the time it reached print
a) I had become a busdriver
b) left the woman for whom it had been written
c) moved around the corner from where I had been 

living for most of my adult life
Kramden told me he's had it 
up & down up & down up & down 
he can't take it 
too much stress
he & Alice are moving to Vermont 
peace & quiet & time
to write about his 35 years as a busdriver

PRETTY - PRETTY

I used to see her in the neighborhood 
walking with her pretty self 
never said more than hi 
eventually I moved to another town 
the years passed 
& one night she got on my bus 
it's YOU I said to her pretty self 
within 2 weeks
I moved out of a 3-year situation
& right in with her pretty self
I told a busdriver about it
over a game of pool
"You must be one hell of a talker"
was his only comment

ANOTHER FILTHY LIE
Abby's readers make the issues so clear
it's a Disney movie
the issue is forgiveness
Abby likes that subject
she keeps returning to it
if only we'd forgive that relative
everything would be all better
according to Abby
relatives who go for years without talking
can't even remember how it all started
it's a simple case of pettiness
there is no deceit
lack of love
vindictive tendencies
or a trace of selfishness involved
& even if there were ...
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it could all be resolved like a Xmas movie 
by the simple act of forgiving 
it's a lie
sometimes it takes great will-power
NOT to forgive someone
who makes a practice of hurting you

THIS EDITOR
she likes surrealism
but it has to be coherent
yeah
a psychotic is cool
as long as there's a little self-control

GOING BACK SEVEN
Boston to St Pete
cancer eating his guts
his mouth puckered & he was gone
I put what was left in the ground
his daughter picked up the money
he'd already told me I had nothing coming
he taught me how to read
pointed out the character actors of the '30s
how to distinguish the different instruments
& how to sing in 2-part harmony
mostly I learned how not to be
a father & a husband
he left in '61
died in '81
& he's making more sense all the time

John Levin
Cambridge MA

CLOWN DEATH: 1 CLOWN DEATH: 2
the painted grin 
turns to a just 
apparent grimace

somewhat surprised 
the clown falls 
and does not rise

—  M. K. Book
Highland Park NJ
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A DOOR CAN BE BEATEN DOWN FROM EITHER SIDE

i catch norman mailer on this late-night 
talk-show called one-on-one. 
it should be renamed the george orwell hour 
because it's strictly big brother stuff: 
you never see the interviewer,
just hear his inquisitional, star-chamber interrogation, 
as the subject writhes on the hot seat.
but anyway, the questions are those infuriating old 
standbys that are always asked of writers 
and never of anyone else:
(1) why do you write?
(2) do you write for money?
(3) if you don't make money,

why do you keep on writing?
(4) if you do make money,

how can you claim you don't 
write for money ...

mailer tried to answer them
and, as usual, his honesty got him into jams.
i have a great admiration 
for mailer and his works, 
but he gets himself into these pockets, 
by wanting publicity in the first place, 
whereas bukowski, since he does not seek out 
interviews, readings, public opinions, 
can, when he's asked something stupid, 
simply intone, "next question!"
bukowski manages on a lot less money than mailer, 
but he's also learned the law of reverse psychology:
convince them that you can genuinely do without them 
and they won't be able to leave you alone.

THE HENNY YOUNGMAN OF CREATIVE WRITING
"i can't believe," he tells them,
"how much talent there is in this room ...
and that's not even counting 
any of you!"
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SURPRISE PARTY

i arrive at her apartment 
to pick her up for the poetry reading 
with two bottles of wine under my arm 
since we've never been out before 
i don't know what she likes.
there's an artistic young man 
sitting on her couch
i know he's artistic because he doesn't even know
the rams and forty-niners are on the tube.
she introduces me to him by his first name
and i quickly open one of the bottles of wine,
but it turns out neither of them drink
so i quickly consume half the bottle
while they smoke.
then i say, "well, if you guys are ready, 
i guess we ought to get started."
"oh," she says, "he's not coming; 
he's going to use the time to paint." 
but he says, "i think i'll take a walk 
down to the beach first 
to clear my head."
in the car i ask her, "who was that?"
and she says, "are you serious? 
that was my husband."
i hit the brakes hard, hoping she'll 
swallow her cigarette: "he doesn't mind 
sending you off with me 
while he sits home?"
"actually," she says, "he kind of wanted 
to come along but i told him 
he'd be out of place, 
anyway, he trusts me
and i'd never do anything to hurt him," 
she says 
sliding closer.

—  Gerald Locklin 
Long Beach CA
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JUSTICE
you take the train from
Germany into Paris
and you know when you've
crossed the border:
the train stops and these
French soldiers jump
on.
two of them run into
our compartment
they seem very angry as
we flash our passports
but they seem
more interested in the
black American soldier
who is sitting
across from us.
they speak to him
rapidly
one of them grabs him
by the coat
while the other
rips down his suitcase
from overhead
opens it
dumps the contents 
on the floor.
then they 
pull
the American soldier 
up
indicate 
for him to 
put his things 
back
into his suitcase
which
he does
then they yank him 
out of the compartment 
and
take him away.
the train sits a 
while 
then goes 
into motion, 
soon we are at 
full speed.

"that was terrible," 
says Linda,
"I wonder what he 
did?"
"he was looking 
up
your legs,"
I tell her.
"that's nonsense," 
she says.
"I like the French,"
I say
opening up
two little bottles of 
red wine 
for us
as the little villages, 
the landscape 
limbers by.

THE MEDIA
we sat around her plush
pad and
she asked me,
"how come you never got 
into the media? 
you've got this talent, 
how come you wasted all 
those years 
at common labor?"
and I sat there
with this class lady —
I didn't answer her
right away —
but I thought,
what do you do?
knock on doors?
what do you tell
them?
I'd often failed 
to get a job 
as a dishwasher.
then I told her,
"it never occurred 
to me."
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"you should have," 
she said, "it would 
have saved you a lot 
of agony."
soon there was a 
knock on the door, and 
soon another, and 
they started arriving —  
many of the famous : 
a famous cartoonist, a 
famous columnist, a 
famous actor ...
soon they were all about, 
especially in the 
patio where food was 
being served.
I'm lucky to be here,
I thought, I could never 
afford a place like 
this.
I told the lady that 
I was retiring 
early
and I took a fifth of 
whiskey to the bedroom, 
had a few drinks 
in the dark 
then switched on 
her cable tv 
and watched it while 
finishing the 
fifth ....
after the lady went 
to work the next 
day
I got into my car 
and drove slowly 
out of those 
Hollywood hills 
knowing I'd never 
go back there
and I got back 
into town 
to my front court 
with the busted 
windows
and I got inside

locked the door 
got a tall 
can of beer 
from the refriger
ator
opened it 
had a hit 
sitting there at 
10:30 a.m. 
on that
derelect couch
it was one of the 
best cans of beer 
I ever 
tasted.

MY DOCTOR
I walked into the waiting room, 
it was full, 
mostly of old 
dying women.
I went up to the reception
ist :
"where the hell is he?"
"I don't know," she said,
"he hasn't phoned in or 
anything.
these people have been 
waiting for hours."
I walked out and down the 
stairway,
got into my car and 
drove to the 
racetrack.
I parked, paid for clubhouse, 
went in
and saw him standing there with 
a hotdog and a beer.
he saw me: "Henry, can I buy 
you a
hotdog and a beer?"
"listen,” I told him, "I was 
waiting in your office, 
you weren't there but
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there were
eleven old dying women 
in your waiting room."
"Martha will give them new 
appointments," he said.
I walked over to the stands,
sat down and
studied the Form ....
my doctor appeared with a 
hotdog and a beer.
"for you," he said.
"thank you," I said.
"it gets so depressing," 
he told me, "there's this 
old woman, she's got 
cancer of the ass. 
anybody else would die! 
she just won't die!
I don’t know what to 
do with her!"
"bill her," I said.
"Martha takes care of 
that," he answered.
"who do you like in 
this race?"
"I favor the six,"
I told him.
"the nine should win 
by daylight," he said.
"by the way, why did you 
make an appointment to 
see me?"
"cancer of the ass,"
I told him.
"you're a very funny 
man," he said. "you're 
one of my favorite 
patients.

"have you ever screwed 
Martha?" I asked.
"of course," he answered, 
"you like her?"
"except when she bills 
me," I told him.
"I think it's the nine 
horse," he said.
"you already bet?”
I asked.
"sure," he said.
I got up to bet, 
came back 
just in time to 
see them break 
from the gate —  
which my six 
stumbled 
getting out 
of.
anyhow, the nine 
won by daylight.
my doctor got up 
to cash.
I tried to remember 
what I had gone 
to see him 
about.
then he was back 
he handed me another 
hotdog and beer, 
then he sat 
down.
he started talking 
about what 
a horrible woman 
his wife 
was.

Charles Bukowski 
San Pedro CA
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